THEOREM 1. Countable left-amenable semigroups have the w*G 8 sequential property.
The reason for making the above definition is the following proposition which implies that the w*G 8 sequential property characterizes amenability in the class of countable groups. It is an application of a recent result of Losert and Rindler [9] and J. Rosenblatt [12] . PROPOSITION 
Let S be a nonamenable group. Then there exists a nonatomicprobability space (X, ^p) on which S acts ergodically as a group of measure preserving maps {i.e., "nicely"} such that if
K' = Co {0 ^ \P e L°°(X)*, i// is multiplicative} then w*G 8 {F K ) ± 0 but w*G 8 {F K ] n w* seq cl K = 0.
Hence S does not have the w*G 8 sequential property.
The unifying thread of all the theorems in this paper is that they are applications of Theorem 1 and that they characterize amenability for countable groups.
We need some notation before we state them.
If A is a Banach algebra then
A A = {0 ¥= <j> e y4*; <j> is multiplicative}.
We will assume that the Banach space E is canonically imbedded in E**. ~ denotes set theoretical difference and £** -E = {<j> G E**; <j> £ E}.
If B c E* then the set B Q c B is a w*G ô section of B if there are x n in E and scalars a n , n = 1, 2, 3, . . . such that B 0 = {/>* G B; b*(x n ) = a n for all n).
If a <E S, 8 a e l l (S) denotes the point mass at a. The following is Theorem 2.1 of [12] :
THEOREM. Let S be a countable amenable semigroup of measure preserving maps acting ergodically on the nonatomic probability space (X, & y 
p). Then there exists an S invariant mean I on L°°(X, <&, p) such that I ¥" p. Necessarily i G L°°(xy -L\X\
We note that any <J > in L°°(X)* such that <#> ^ 0 and <f>(\) = 1 is called a mean. (Analogously for means on function algebras.)
We apply our Theorem 1 and obtain the following improvement of Rosenblatt's theorem: If S is any nonamenable group then S acts "nicely" on some nonatomic (X, ^ />) yet i^ c L\X) for # = Co A L oo.
Theorem 3 does not assert that the set F K is big. It happens even for countable abelian semigroups S that S acts on some nonatomic (X y <%, /x) yet card F K = 1 for some K as above. An easy such example is given after Theorem 3.
A convex subset K of E has the Radon Nikodym property (RNP) if for any finite measure space (X, £&, \i) any countably additive /x-continuous m\&-^ E of bounded variation such that
is represented by a Bochner integrable function (see [17] , p. 508). If this can be done only with Pettis integrable functions then the set K is said to have the weak RNP (WRNP) (see for example [14] ).
Our next results are concerned with the question of when does F K , or some w*G ô section F°K of F K have the RNP (WRNP).
If S acts on L°°(X, fy /i) = L°° and some finite set M 0 c A L oo is S* invariant and if K 0 = Co M 0 then clearly F K is finite dimensional and afortiori has the RNP. We show that in a certain sense the converse is true provided S is a countable right amenable semigroup. We have: We have proved in [4] p. 25 much more than Theorem 1 above, and the proof in [4] is quite involved. We give hence, at the end of the paper, a direct simpler proof of Theorem 1. We postpone a direct proof to the end of the paper. We apply in the next proposition an interesting result of Losert and Rindler [9] and J. Rosenblatt [12] and show that any nonamenable group S does not have the w*G 5 -sequential property. Hence, the w*G ô -sequential property characterizes amenability in the class of countable groups. PROPOSITION 
Let S be a nonamenable group. Then there exists a nonatomic probability space (X, ^ p) on which S acts as a group of measure preserving maps such that if l s f(x) = f(sx), for s in S and f in L°°(
X) = L°°, K = Co(A L oo) c (L°°)*, F K = {^ G w* cl K\ V$ = ^} then w*G 8 (F K ) * 0 but w*G ô (F K ) n w* seq cl K = 0.
In particular S does not have the w* G ^-sequential property.
Proof. There exists by Remark. This proposition answers in part our question on p. 29 of [4].
We will apply in what follows the w*G ô -sequential property to obtain an improvement of the following Theorem 2.1 of J. Rosenblatt [12]: THEOREM 
Let S be a countable amenable semigroup of measure preserving transformations acting ergodically on the nonatomic probability space (X, ^ p). Then p is not the unique S invariant mean on L°°(X).
Rosenblatt's proof of this theorem is not easy and he needs to prove a measure theoretical version of a theorem of Folner, using techniques developed by I. Namioka. This Theorem 2.1 and more, is in fact an immediate consequence of Corollary 2.1 and the proof of Theorem 4, p. 38 our memoir [4] . In fact, these imply that card M s i^ 2 ' where M s denotes the set of S invariant means on L°°{X y &, p) (see also p. 61 of [4] ).
Let (X, <%, /A) be a a-finite measure space S a semigroup of nonsingular measurable maps s:
= L x and l s :L°° -» L°° be defined by
and
for Remarks, (a) The property described in Theorem 3 characterizes amenable groups in the class of countable groups: if S is a nonamenable group let (X, <%, p) be the Losert-Rindler, Rosenblatt nonatomic probability space described in Proposition 2. Then the group l s acts on
and i^ n {L°°* -L 1 } = 0.
(b) Theorem 3 does not assert that F K is a "big set" if S is left amenable. It may in fact happen that card F K = 1 even if S is abelian and arises from nonsingular point maps on {X&\£) (see example at the end of this proof).
Proof. Clearly F K ¥= 0 by the Markov-Kakutani-Day fixed point theorem. Let/" e L°° and a n be scalars n = 1, 2, . . . and assume that
where f n , a n determine F°K.
We show then that (X^fx) contain atoms, which cannot be. If Remarks, (a) We only need in the above proof that the measure space (X3?\x) is nonatomic and localisable, i.e., (see [16] Theorem 5.1 or [7] ) that it is a direct sum of pairwise disjoint finite nonatomic measure spaces (b) We show by an example that the set F K may contain a unique element and certainly may have the RNP, in marked contrast with the results in [6] where analogous sets which arise from sets K c L (X) with Let S operate on R by r -x = max {r, x}. Then S is an extremely amenable abelian semigroup (see [5] ) and as such has the fixed point property on compacta, by T. Mitchell's theorem (see for example [5] ). Let Our Theorem 3 hence cannot insure that the set F K is necessarily "big" but just that
This last fact can be put to special use in conjunction with Theorem 2.6 of our paper [6] . Furthermore, we show that this "RNP-finite invariant property" characterizes amenability in the class of countable groups. THEOREM Proof Assume that ^ = {* e F*; */" = «" for « i= 1} has the RNP. Then r K has a w*G 8 point (see Lemma 9, p. 13 of [11] ). For completeness here is a short proof: If F K has the RNP then Corollary 1.17 of [17] , p. 512 implies that F K is affinely homeomorphic in the w* topologies to a w* compact convex subset K x of a dual Banach space Z* which has the RNP. Hence Z is an Asplund space ( [17] , Theorem 2.8) and hence K x has w* strongly exposed points ( [2], p. 213) . If k 0 G ^ is such, then k 0 is a w*G 5 point of X^. Hence its inverse image \p 0 in F K (by the above w*-w* homeomorphism) is a w*G ô point of F K (this being a topological concept).
Let (X, &, fi) be a o-finite measure space, S a right amenable countable semigroup of bounded linear maps s:L°°(X) -» L°°(X). Let
It follows that by adding a sequence/^ e L°° (X) and scalars a' n we can assume that {*"} = {* G F^; yf") = < for « S i}. 
